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We examined if physical exercise interventions were effective to reduce cognitive brain
resources recruited while performing motor control tasks in older adults. Forty-three
older adults (63–79 years of age) participated in either a walking (n = 17) or a motor
coordination (n = 15) intervention (1 year, 3 times per week) or were assigned to a
control group (n = 11) doing relaxation and stretching exercises. Pre and post the
intervention period, we applied functional MRI to assess brain activation during imagery
of forward and backward walking and during counting backwards from 100 as control
task. In both experimental groups, activation in the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(DLPFC) during imagery of forward walking decreased from pre- to post-test (Effect
size: −1.55 and −1.16 for coordination and walking training, respectively; Cohen’s d).
Regression analysis revealed a significant positive association between initial motor
status and activation change in the right DLPFC (R2 = 0.243, F(3,39) = 4.18, p = 0.012).
Participants with lowest motor status at pretest profited most from the interventions.
Data suggest that physical training in older adults is effective to free up cognitive
resources otherwise needed for the control of locomotion. Training benefits may become
particularly apparent in so-called dual-task situations where subjects must perform motor
and cognitive tasks concurrently.
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INTRODUCTION

It has been demonstrated that gait and balance are increasingly in need of cognitive control and
supervision with advancing age (Hausdorff et al., 2005; Yogev-Seligmann et al., 2008; Berchicci
et al., 2014; Van Swearingen and Studenski, 2014). Such need for a certain amount of cognitive
resources for movement coordination or control in older adults (Loewenstein and Acevedo, 2010)
has been indicated by expanded brain networks and increased brain activation while performing
a single motor task as compared with young adults (for reviews see Seidler et al., 2010; Papegaaij
et al., 2014; Hamacher et al., 2015).

Due to the impossibility of performing larger movements in the MR or PET scanner, in recent
years, motor imagery has been established as a method to investigate cortical activations during
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locomotion (Miyai et al., 2001; Malouin et al., 2003; Jahn et al.,
2004; la Fougère et al., 2010; Peterson et al., 2014). Numerous
studies confirmed that when imagining a movement similar
and identical brain areas are activated as if the movement was
actually being performed (Stephan et al., 1995; Jeannerod and
Frak, 1999; Lotze et al., 1999; Sahyoun et al., 2004; Solodkin et al.,
2004; la Fougère et al., 2010; for review see Lafleur et al., 2002;
Allali et al., 2014). The locomotor network, as revealed by motor
imagery, includes the supplementary and primary motor areas,
right prefrontal cortex the basal ganglia, brainstem, tegmentum
and cerebellum (Miyai et al., 2001; Jahn et al., 2004; la Fougère
et al., 2010; Allali et al., 2014).

With respect to age differences, Allali et al. (2014) observed an
age-related increase in brain activity in the right supplementary
motor area (BA6), the right orbitofrontal cortex (BA11), and
the left dorsolateral frontal cortex (BA10; Allali et al., 2014).
Higher activations in older as compared to young adults were
also observed in the middle temporal visual area MT/V5 (Wai
et al., 2012; Zwergal et al., 2012) and subcortical regions including
putamen and substantia nigra (Allali et al., 2014). The resulting
use of frontal cortical resources also leads to lower cognitive and
motor performance during dual-task situations in older adults
(Kahnemann, 1973; Lindenberger et al., 2000; Huxhold et al.,
2008; Malcolm et al., 2015).

The amount of cognitive control required for performing a
motor task is not only affected by a person’s age but also by
her or his motor fitness status (Godde and Voelcker-Rehage,
2010; Berchicci et al., 2014). Using electroencephalography,
Berchicci et al. (2014) revealed that older adults who regularly
exercise reveal less reliance on extra cognitive control resources
during basic visuo-motor functions. In a previous cross-sectional
study, using motor imagery, we investigated with functional
MRI brain activation in simple and complex walking tasks
(walking forward and backward on a treadmill) and analyzed
if the motor status of older adults influenced these activation
patterns. Motor high-fit individuals showed more activations
and larger BOLD signals in motor-related areas compared
to low-fit participants but demonstrated lower activity in
the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC). Moreover, parietal
activation in high-fit participants remained stable throughout
the movement period whereas low-fit participants revealed an
early drop in activity in this area accompanied by increasing
activity in frontal brain regions (Godde and Voelcker-Rehage,
2010).

Based on these findings, one could assume that interventions
targeted to improvemotor fitness could be a reasonable approach
to free up prefrontal (cognitive) brain resources otherwise used
for cognitive control of locomotion in older adults. To confirm
this assumption, we examined the effects of 1 year of physical
exercise interventions on brain activation in the same simple
and complex walking tasks (walking forward and backward
on a treadmill) as in our previous cross-sectional study. As
we could also show previously that different dimensions of
physical fitness (cardiovascular and motor fitness) and different
types of physical exercise interventions (cardiovascular and
motor coordination training) had different positive effects
on brain functioning during performance of cognitive tasks

(Voelcker-Rehage et al., 2010, 2011), we were also interested
whether such interventions would differ in their effect on
cognitive control of imagined walking movements. As in the
previous study, we used motor imagery of walking forward and
backward to assess brain activation patterns during locomotion
with functional MRI.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study was part of theOld Age on theMove intervention study
at Jacobs University Bremen (see Voelcker-Rehage et al., 2011)
that examined effects of different kinds of physical exercise on
cognitive, motor, and emotional functioning. Motor status and
brain processing during motor imagery were assessed before the
start of the intervention (t1) and after 12 months (t2).

Participants
In total, for the Old Age on the Move study, 91 older adults
between 63 and 79 years from the Bremen (Germany) area
were recruited through the member registry of a German
health insurance company (DAK) or through newspaper
articles. All participants took part voluntarily and provided
written informed consent to the procedures of the study.
They received compensation for their travel expenses at the
end of the 1-year study amounting to Euro 100. The study
conformed to the Code of Ethics of the World Medical
Association (Declaration of Helsinki) and was approved by the
ethics committee of the German Psychological Society (DGPs;
Voelcker-Rehage_072006).

Participants had medical clearance and were screened for
health restrictions before inclusion in the study by means
of a telephone interview. They were excluded from study
participation if they had a history of cardiovascular diseases, any
neurological disorder (e.g., self-report of neurological diseases
such as a brain tumor, Parkinson’s disease, stroke), any other
motor or cognitive restrictions (e.g., a score of less than 27 in
the Mini Mental Status Examination, MMSE, Folstein and Van
Petten, 2008), or metal devices in the body. Further, participants
were screened for number of falls in the year before study
participation (no falls: n = 38; one fall: n = 4, two falls: n = 1).
Participants who were absent for more than one test day or
more than 25% of the training sessions (calculated independently
for each half year of the study) were excluded from data
analysis (n = 47). One participant had to be excluded due to
incomplete brain imaging data. None of the included participants
experienced change in health status during the 1 year study
interval. To assess the subjective ability to perform the requested
imagery tasks, the Movement imagery questionnaire MIQ-R
(Hall and Martin, 1997) was applied during debriefing directly
after the scanning session. The MIQ-R is a rating scale to assess
the capacity to elicit mental images. It asks for the clarity of image
(scale from 1 very hard to see/feel to 7 very easy to see/feel) and
the intensity in which participants could feel themselves making
movements (Hall and Martin, 1997). No further participant had
to be excluded because of not answering to or scoring less than
4 on the 7-point vividness scale of the questionnaire.
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TABLE 1 | Demographic information for participants of the two experimental groups (cardiovascular and coordination training) and the control group.

Cardiovascular training Coordination training Control group

Characteristic M SD M SD M SD

Age 68.47 3.06 71.33 4.67 69.27 3.29
Education 13.00 2.96 12.06 3.77 12.09 2.34
IQ 51.42 5.77 47.83 5.36 49.93 5.91
Health 1.35 0.93 1.33 1.18 1.36 1.75
Subj. health 3.94 0.90 3.67 0.49 3.27 0.65
Activity index 1223.38 685.29 1028.29 609.55 1610.55 1044.56
BMI 27.44 4.31 25.88 2.60 26.25 3.43
Hypertension 0.12 0.33 0.50 0.52 0.18 0.41
ERT 0.24 0.44 0.33 0.49 0.09 0.31
Positive affect 3.74 0.67 3.68 0.53 3.76 0.54
VO2 peak 1.62 0.35 1.60 0.31 1.76 0.42

Age (average age in years), Education (years of education), IQ, Health (number of diseases), Activity Index (kcal expended per week by leisure time and physical activities,

see Huy et al., 2008), Body Mass Index (BMI), hypertension (proportion of participants who had been diagnosed with hypertensive disorder), estrogene replacement

therapy (ERT, proportion of participants who participated in an estrogene replacement therapy), and positive affect (affect questionnaire encompassing high and low

arousal (Kessler and Staudinger, 2009). There was no significant group effect for any of the measures.

The final sample consisted of 43 participants between 63 and
79 years of age (28 women and 16 men, mean age = 69.6,
SD = 3.8). Detailed demographic information as well as
information about cognitive and fitness status of the participants
is summarized in Table 1. Participants of the experimental and
the control groups did not differ statistically on measures of age,
years of formal education, intelligence index, health, physical
activity index, BMI, hypertension, estrogen replacement therapy
(for women only) and positive affect (always p> 0.10).

As describe in Voelcker-Rehage et al. (2011), only small
sample selectivity was found for age (remaining participants
were older), health (remaining participants were healthier),
and positive affect (remaining participants were more positive).
Given the size of the effects, it seems viable to conclude that
findings obtained with the post-test sample may be generalized
to the pre-test parent sample.

Interventions
Participants were assigned to two experimental groups and one
control group. Not all interventions could be offered at all
training facilities and thus randomization of group assignment
was restricted by residency of the participants. Training groups
were led by an experienced exercise leader, three times a week
and 1 h each for 12 months (Voelcker-Rehage et al., 2011).
Participants of the cardiovascular training group (N = 17,
12 women, 5 men, mean age = 69.3, SD = 3.3) participated in
a walking intervention designed to improve cardiorespiratory
fitness (aerobic endurance). Training intensity prescriptions
were based on HR responses to spiroergometry exercise testing
and was aimed to meet a moderate level. Participants of the
second intervention group (N = 15, 10 women, 5 men, mean
age = 71.3, SD = 4.7) received coordination training designed to
improve fine and gross-motor body coordination. This program
focused on the improvement of complex movements for the
whole body such as balance, eye-hand coordination, leg-arm
coordination as well as spatial orientation and reaction to
moving objects/persons. The active control group (N = 11,
6 women, 5 men, mean age = 68.5, SD = 3.1) performed

a program of relaxation techniques, stretching and limbering
for the whole body especially designed for older adults. This
group served as a control group to evaluate the potential
effects of being involved in a guided group activity for
12 months as well as controlling for retest effects. For details
of the intervention programs, see Voelcker-Rehage et al.
(2011).

Assessment of Motor Status
The motor status of the participants was assessed at t1 and
t2 by a heterogeneous motor test battery comprising tests of
the five dimensions movement speed, balance, fine coordination,
flexibility and strength (Godde and Voelcker-Rehage, 2010):
movement speed was assessed by use of the following four tests:
hand tapping (Oja and Tuxworth, 1995; cronbachs α = 0.88),
feet tapping (Voelcker-Rehage and Wiertz, 2003; cronbachs
α = 0.97), 30-s chair stand test (Rikli and Jones, 1999; single
trial), and agility test (Adrian, 1981; cronbachs α = 0.95). Balance
was assessed by backwards beam walk (Kiphard and Schilling,
1974; cronbachs α = 0.90) and one-leg-stand with eyes open
and closed (Ekdahl et al., 1989, cronbachs α = 0.88). Further
we assessed fine coordination by use of the Purdue Pegboard
test (Tiffin and Asher, 1948; cronbachs α = 0.93), flexibility by
the shoulder flexibility test (Rikli and Jones, 1999; cronbachs
α = 0.95) and strength by measuring grip force (Igbokwe,
1992; cronbachs α = 0.97). An overall index for the motor
status (mean of the z-transformed individual performances
within the five domains) was calculated using a z-transformed
sum score of the five fitness dimensions. This index was
normally distributed at T1 (Shapiro-Wilk test: W(43) = 0.978,
p = 0.564).

Movement Imagery
At t1 and t2, participants performed three imagery tasks with
eyes closed and in first-person perspective: (i) walking forward
with an individual moderate speed (2.5–3.5 km/h); (ii) walking
backward in tandemwalk (1 km/h); (iii) standing still and relaxed
(baseline condition); and (iv) counting backward from 100 was
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chosen as a non-movement control condition. Outside the MR
scanner, before the test sessions, a standardized description of
the imagery tasks was provided and participants completed a
task familiarization exercise. Participants were trained in the
two experimental motor tasks (walking forward and backward)
and the two control tasks (standing and counting backward).
First, participants performed the real tasks and the imagination
on a treadmill (Model Lode Valiant, Groningen Netherland).
Walking forward was trained with an individual moderate speed
(2.5–3.5 km/h) and easy swinging of the arms and walking
backward was trained in tandem walk (1 km/h). All participants
were trained as long as they needed to feel comfortable on the
treadmill. The range was between 10 min and 20 min in total.
We used a treadmill instead of real-world walking to provide
constant visual input and ground. After executing the real
and imagined movements on the treadmill participants trained
imagination of these movements (including gait initiation) in
a horizontal position in periods of 20 s each until they felt
well experienced with the tasks. Participants were instructed
to close their eyes and to use a first-person perspective to
perform the imagery tasks. Then, at another day, participants
first repeated the movement imagination outside the MRI
scanner until they felt confident again and then performed
the tasks within the scanner (first person perspective, eyes
closed).

Functional MRI
Functional MRI scans were performed at pre- and post-test in
a randomized block design with six blocks of 20 s for each of
the four conditions in a randomized order without any break
between the blocks resulting in a total of 24 blocks lasting
for 480 s.

We used a 3T head scanner (Siemens Magnetom Allegra,
Erlangen, Germany). A T2∗-weighted gradient echo multislice
sequence (EPI, TR 2500 ms, TE 60 ms, voxel size 3 × 3 × 3 mm,
matrix 64 × 64) was used to acquire 48 slices covering the
whole brain and the cerebellum. Additionally, a high-resolution
T1-weighted anatomical 3D-dataset containing 172 sagittal slices
(1 × 1 × 1 mm3) was acquired for each subject.

Analysis of fMRI data was performed using Brain Voyager
(Brain Innovation B.V., Maastricht, Netherlands). FMRI data
were first corrected for motion artifacts and linear trends,
smoothed in the temporal (2.8 s) and spatial (6 mm) domain,
and normalized to Talairach space. The BOLD responses
were modeled with a delayed box-car function convolved
with a canonical hemodynamic response and a general linear
model (GLM) was applied to the time course of each
voxel. A random effects analysis was performed, considering
the inter-subject variability; the results can therefore be
generalized to other samples. On the first level, weighted
beta-images were computed for every condition (forward
walking, backward walking, and counting backward from
100) relative to baseline (standing still). On the second level,
these individual beta values were then entered into a 3
(INTERVENTION groups) × 2 (SESSION: t1 vs. t2) × 3
(CONDITION) random effects analysis of variance P-values
were corrected for multiple comparisons by false discovery

rate (FDR, P < 0.05) and cluster threshold estimation
using Monte Carlo simulations (alpha level < 0.05; Forman
et al., 1995; Goebel et al., 2006). Effect sizes of group
differences (intervention groups vs. control group) in cortical
activation changes (t2–t1) were calculated as Cohen’s d
(based on sample size; Hedge’s Adjustment and weighted
average).

Further Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS for Windows
version 20 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). From
those regions revealing a significant INTERVENTION ×

SESSION × CONDITION interaction effect we selected those
which in our previous cross-sectional study also revealed to be
related to fitness (Godde and Voelcker-Rehage, 2010). BOLD
values and beta estimates of the individual peak voxels in
these regions were extracted and subjected to linear regression
analysis with following regressors: group (experimental or
control, dummy coded as 1 or −1, respectively; because both
intervention groups did not differ in their effect on brain
activation change in these regions we combined them in this
analysis), the interaction term of group and initial motor
status at t1, and the interaction term of group and change in
motor status from t1 to t2 (Table 2). For that purpose, motor
status indices at t1 and t2 were z-transformed. T2 values were
transformed relative to t1 and change in motor status was
defined as the difference t2−t1 of these z-transformed indices.
For calculating the interaction terms with factor group both
indices were centered. The level of significance was set to
p< 0.05.

RESULTS

To answer our research questions, fMRI data obtained during
motor imagery were analyzed in a two-step procedure.
First, we identified regions that revealed significant
INTERVENTION × SESSION × CONDITION interaction
effects. This interaction effect was revealed for a variety
of frontal, parietal, and subcortical brain regions. These
regions included frontally the right DLPFC and middle
frontal cortex, bilaterally the superior and medial frontal
gyrus (MeFG), the precentral gyrus (PrCG) and the left
anterior cingulate. Further the postcentral gyrus (PoCG)
and the left caudate revealed such interaction effects
(Table 3).

In the second step, from those regions, we selected only
regions that had also been activated stronger in less- than in
higher motor fit participants in our previous cross-sectional
study (Godde and Voelcker-Rehage, 2010), thus indicating

TABLE 2 | Effects of interventions on motor fitness (z-scores related to t1).

Cardiovascular
training

Coordination
training

Control
group

M SD M SD M SD

Motor fit t1 0.11 2.63 −0.19 2.49 0.09 1.49
Motor fit t2 1.13 3.06 1.31 2.73 1.33 2.06
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TABLE 3 | Regions of interests (ROI) with significant
SESSION × INTERVENTION × CONDITION interaction Effects (P < 0.05,
cluster threshold: 37 voxels).

Brain area n Vox Tal X Tal Y Tal Z F p

Right DLPFC BA9 1025 54 13 36 4.708 0.002
Right SFG BA9 19 17 52 25 2.860 0.029
Right SFG BA8 34 2 31 45 3.013 0.023
Right MFG BA6 236 29 19 48 5.021 0.001
Right MeFG BA6 24 3 37 36 3.172 0.018
Right PrCG BA4 7 15 −26 69 2.711 0.036
Left MeFG BA8 36 −1 28 38 3.379 0.013
Left SFG BA6 21 −13 −8 69 3.993 0.005
Left MeFG BA6 1 −1 −26 54 2.500 0.049
Left PrCG BA6 52 −22 −16 66 3.377 0.013
Left ACC BA24 37 −1 34 9 3.304 0.015
Left PoCG BA3 5 −9 −35 69 2.955 0.025
Left caudate 90 −10 −2 15 4.006 0.005

Listed are the anatomical descriptions (DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; SFG,

superior frontal gyrus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; MeFG, medial frontal gyrus;

PrCG, precentral gyrus; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; PoCG, postcentral gyrus)

and Brodmann areas (BA), numbers of voxels (n Vox), Talairach coordinates (Tal X,

Tal Y, Tal Z), and F and p-values for the peaks of the respective ROI. The first ROI

is marked in gray as it is the only ROI that also revealed significant effects of motor

fitness status on brain activation during walking imagery at baseline (Godde and

Voelcker-Rehage, 2010).

increased need for cognitive control of motor imagery in low-fit
older adults. Only the right DLPFC (Brodmann area 9) met this
second criterion.

Follow-up analyses revealed significant reductions in right
DLPFC activation from t1 to t2 for both intervention
groups as compared to the control group for imagery of
walking forward. Even activation for backward walking was
reduced in both intervention groups, but not significantly.
Interestingly, DLPFC activation was increased for the walking
group but not for the coordination group as compared to the
control group for counting backward from 100 (Figure 1).
There were no differences in effect size between the two
interventions as revealed by direct comparison of both
intervention groups (pairwise two-tailed paired samples t-test,
p> 0.13).

FIGURE 1 | Effect sizes for group differences in activation change
(change in beta estimates) in the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(DLPFC; left panel). Effect sizes of intervention groups (coordination and
walking group) relative to the control group were calculated as Cohen’s d
(based on sample size; Hedge’s Adjustment and weighted average). Stars
indicate significant effects of the intervention groups.

FIGURE 2 | Activation change in the right DLPFC dependent on
baseline motor fitness as indicated as the motor index at t1. Data were
centered and z-transformed. Since we did not find differential effects of the
two intervention types (walking and coordination), data from both groups were
pooled and compared to the control group. Particularly participants with low
motor index at t1 (low motor index) revealed the strongest reduction in DLPFC
activation after the intervention (negative change values).

Regression analysis with initial motor status at T1 and
change in motor status from T1 to T2 as regressors revealed
a significant positive association of the initial motor status
and activation change in right DLPFC for pooled intervention
groups. The overall linear regression model was significant
(R2 = 0.243, F(3,39) = 4.18, p = 0.012). Besides the factor group
(standardized beta coefficient =−0.39, T =−2.76, p = 0.009), the
interaction of group and baseline motor index (standardized beta
coefficient = 0.33, T = 2.30, p = 0.027) were revealed as significant
predictors for change in right DLPFC activation. As illustrated in
Figure 2, participants with low motor status at t1 profited most
from the intervention. Because of the small sample size, however,
these results must be taken with care.

DISCUSSION

Our study addressed the question whether physical training
interventions are effective to reduce the need for cognitive
control of locomotion in older adults. Results confirm that
both walking and coordination training reduced frontal brain
activation during imagery of walking forward and backward.
Moreover, participants with lower baseline motor status profited
most from the intervention. Our data suggest that physical
interventions not only have direct effects on cognitive and
brain function in older adults as reported earlier (Colcombe
and Kramer, 2003; Colcombe et al., 2004; Hillman et al., 2008;
Lustig et al., 2009; Voelcker-Rehage et al., 2011; Hayes et al.,
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2013; Voelcker-Rehage andNiemann, 2013; Schättin et al., 2016),
but also indirect effects by freeing up frontal brain resources
otherwise needed for the control of motor actions. Herewith our
findings are also in line with a recent study using near-infrared
spectroscopy revealing that video game dancing training and
balance training reduce left and right PFC oxygenation during
fast walking (Eggenberger et al., 2016). With decreasing reserve
capacity in older adults, these effects may become increasingly
important and become especially apparent in so-called dual-task
situations where subjects have to perform motor and cognitive
tasks concurrently, for example, during crossing a street while
observing the traffic flow or walking by talking (Lindenberger
et al., 2000; Yogev-Seligmann et al., 2010; Al-Yahya et al., 2011;
Neider et al., 2011).

We found INTERVENTION × SESSION × CONDITION
interaction effects for a variety of frontal cortical areas belonging
to the motor imagery network as described earlier (Allali et al.,
2014; Hamacher et al., 2015), indicating altered use of cognitive
resources for motor control after the training interventions.
Interestingly, these effects were also found for the right but not
the left DLPFC which has also been shown to be involved in
motor imagery in previous studies (e.g., Malouin et al., 2003;
Jahn et al., 2004), particularly in older adults (Allali et al.,
2014). These studies, however, did not consider the motor fitness
status of the participants. When the motor fitness status was
considered, as in our previous cross-sectional study (Godde and
Voelcker-Rehage, 2010), more activity in the right DLPFC was
revealed in low-fit as compared to high-fit older adults. We
explained this finding in the sense that the control condition
(standing still) also requires some attentional control and thus
the right DLPFC activity particularly seen in low-fit participants
only mirrors additional activation that can be interpreted as
compensatory. Such additional activity in homologs contralateral
frontal areas in older adults has repeatedly been put into the
context of compensatory mechanisms of age-related changes
(e.g., ‘‘Hemispheric asymmetry reduction in older adults
(HAROLD)’’ hypothesis; Cabeza, 2002). However, it is not
possible to measure motor performance using a motor imagery
paradigm, and therefore it must remain open if this additional
frontal activation reflects compensation, dedifferentiation or just
the higher task complexity for low as compared to high-fit
participants. Increased involvement of prefrontal cortex in
older adults during complex gait tasks or in imagined walking
conditions with high cognitive load was also confirmed by recent
reviews (Holtzer et al., 2014; Hamacher et al., 2015).

Interestingly, the interventions did not differ (but they
differed from the control group) in respect to their effects
on cognitive resources allocated in the DLPFC for the control
of walking movements. One explanation might be that the
effect in the walking group similar to the coordination
group was due to better motor control abilities rather than
enhanced cardiovascular fitness, i.e., due to the extensive walking
experience walking became more automated (Ross et al., 2003;
Wei and Luo, 2010). This is supported by the finding that
effects are stronger for imagery of walking forward, what has
specifically been trained in the walking group, than walking
backwards, what is the more complex task. Indeed, recent MR

studies revealed motor training-induced gray and white matter
changes in motor-related areas such as the supplementary and
presupplementary motor cortex (SMA/pre-SMA) and increased
functional connectivity to prefrontal and parietal brain regions,
even in older adults (for review see Taubert et al., 2012). Further,
coordinative exercise as applied here leads to increased basal
ganglia volume in older adults (Niemann et al., 2014).

It might be that (additionally) increase in cardiovascular
fitness also could have led to some positive effects on cognitive
processing based on more efficient use of frontal brain resources
(Voelcker-Rehage et al., 2011). With the paradigms tested here,
however, that does not seem to play a role. Thismight be different
under dual-task conditions but must remain speculative here.

We aimed to assure clarity and intensity of motor imagery
during scanning. For that purpose, we applied the MIQ-R only.
A chronometric test in which the time needed to complete real
walking and walking imagery is compared for the two conditions
could have given supportive evidence on better forward walking
abilities in the walking group.

The motor fitness status of the control group greatly
improved from time 1 to time 2, even more so than
the cardiovascular training group (Table 2) and one might
wonder why this improvement in actual motor fitness was
not reflected by a change in brain activity (specifically in
right DLPFC) for imagined movements in the control group
as well. It could well be that stretching and relaxation as
exercised in the control group might improve proprioceptive
function and self-perception. However, the control group did
not explicitly train walking or actively controlled movements.
This might explain why they generally performed better
in the motor test battery but did not reveal activation
changes related to specific motor control in frontal brain
regions.

The reader might also wonder about positive effect sizes for
counting (Figure 1) which seems to indicate increased activation
after the intervention and thusmore need for cognitive resources.
However, all effects were calculated in contrast to the standing
condition as baseline condition. Thus, this positive effect for
counting might be due to a negative effect for standing (though
much less than for walking backwards or even more so walking
forward).

Further experiments using electroencephalography or
near-infrared spectroscopy during real movements might
add additional evidence that frontal brain resources used for
cognitive control can be reduced by specific motor training in
older adults (Eggenberger et al., 2016; Schättin et al., 2016).
Overall physical activity that stress the motor system (here either
by regular walking or coordination training) might be beneficial
to preserve or enhance cognitive resources (see Voelcker-Rehage
et al., 2011), but also to preserve motor functioning—at least
in the practiced tasks (here walking forward) leading to less
cognitive resources needed to perform a motor task and having
resources available in complex situations of daily life.

Based on our results, it is difficult to favor one intervention
(walking vs. coordination training) over the other and it might
be advised to combine both exercise dimensions in training
programs for older adults.
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